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Firsthand Faith 
 

Hebrews 11:1-8 

 

If you're going to live your life as God intended, faith is the key ingredient. The 
way to please God is to trust Him: "Without faith it is impossible to please God, 

because anyone who comes to Him must believe that He exists and that He rewards 

those who earnestly seek Him" (Hebrews 11:6).  
 

The only known antidote for fear is firsthand faith. And this kind of faith is 

possible only when there is someone worth trusting.  
 

Harry Emerson Fosdick said: "Fear imprisons, faith liberates; fear paralyzes, faith 

empowers; fear disheartens, faith encourages; fear sickens, faith heals."  
 

The Trust Dilemma 

 
Trusting God is not a passive academic endeavor or an abstract religious theory. You 

can't learn how to trust God while sitting in a pew, reading about other peoples’ 

experiences, or nodding to the faith of your parents. 
 

Firsthand Faith  

 
The first trait of firsthand faith is confidence. (Hebrews 11:1-3) 

Men of God were famous for trusting God.  

 
The second trait of firsthand faith is certainty. (Hebrews 11:6-8) Firsthand faith 

obeys when it isn't the reasonable or fashionable thing to do.  

 
The third trait of firsthand faith is clarity. (Hebrews 11:4; 24-27) 

This is faith's ability to see what matters over time, when the circumstances tempt 

you to take a shortcut. Firsthand faith not only gives you clarity about what to do, 
but the courage to do it.  

Firsthand faith gives you the ability to trust God when you can't control the outcome. 

(Hebrews 11:30).  
 

Firsthand faith believes God is moving the pieces into place even as we speak. It is the 

conviction, though God may be silent. He is never still, never early, never late, never in a 
hurry, and never taken by surprise.  

 

In closing let us notice the extension of firsthand faith into the next life: (Hebrews 
11:39-40). Hope is faith's promise of something good just ahead, even though you can't 

see it yet.  


